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Deutsche Bank’s capital position
Did you know? Our CET 1 capital ratio was 13.6% at year-end 2018  a

All news

Christian Sewing: "We compete where we can win"

Deutsche Bank's transformation - A message from CEO Christian Sewing to the sta�

Deutsche Bank outlines signi�cant strategic transformation and restructuring plans

;
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Long-term trends impacting Chinese equities

China’s capital markets liberalisation is the single most important thing happening in the region over the next 10 years, says Deutsche Bank’s Asia Paci�c Equity
Strategist Will Stephens.

'Mapping the world's prices' survey 2019

Deutsche Bank’s ‘Mapping the world’s prices’ survey is a look at global prices and living standards in which we consider a range of factors that let us rank the
attractiveness of over 50 cities relevant to global �nancial markets.
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Current key topics

What you need to know about #DigitalBanking
Are zeros and ones the currency of the future?
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Cryptocurrencies, blockchain and bitcoin
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Our innovation ecosystem

Pop into our digital workshops and idea labs more

#WhyBanksMatter

The world is changing. Where do banks �t in? explore the scrollytelling

#PositiveImpact

Together with our clients

more

Graduate? Professional?

Financial releases, reports and calendar

Opportunities for agile minds start here. 
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Consult our �nancial reporting and events  or read our creditor information
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Deutsche Bank Share Price (Xetra)

6.79 ▼ -0.39

EUR
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